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I. INTHOLUCTION
The Lebesgue integral is a generalization of the 
Riemann integral which extends the collection of functions 
which are integrable. 
Lebesgue integration differs from Riemann integration 
in the way the approximations to the integral are taken. 
Riemann approximations use step functions which have a 
constant value on any given interval of the domain corres­
ponding to some partition. Lebesgue approximations use 
what are called simple functions which, like the step 
functions, take on only a finite number of values. However, 
these values are not necessarily taken on by the function 
on intervals of the domain, but rather on arbitrary subsets 
of the domain. The integration of simple functions under 
the most general circumstances possible necessitates a 
generalization of our notion of length of a set when the 
set is more complicated than a simple interval. We define 
the Iebesgue measure "m" of a set E € '?Tl, where 17l is 
some collection of sets of real numbers, to be a certain 
set function which assigns to E a  nonnegative extended 
real number 11 mE'1• 
This report consists of the solutions of exercises 
found in 11 Real Analysis 11 , by H. L. Hoyden. Quotations 
from the book are all accompanied by the title "Definition" 
or "Theorem 1 '. The exercises are all entitled "Proposition" 
and all proofs in this report are my own. All theorems 
2 
are quoted without proof The theorems and definitions occur 
as they are needed throughout the paper 1 but some of the 
most basic definitions and theorems are lumped together in 
sectiori. II. 
It is assumed in this paper that the reader is familiar 
wjth the basic concepts of advanceo. calculus and set theory, 
1 • T) e fin it ion : T f oTI i s any co 11 e ct .i ::rn Of :; c L s of r '; e. l 
numbers and � E err\ , a functiC'n · 1 rr· 1 vrhi cJ� assi.g!ls n. 
nonnegati.ve, extended real number ''n r:.·· to the sot-, 1.> 
called a set function. 
2. Definitjon: The Lebesgue outer
of real numbers is defined by m*.
measure m*t of e �et� 
, ; n L 1 r T 1 wh""' "e 
' C u-:- . ' �D ' , . -� ' n 
l(Tn) is the lengl�h of the open ;nt2rval and thr, sums 
pertain to a countable cover;_ng or·_ b;y oren intcrvaU, Tn.
3. Definition: let 111 be a col lcct ;_on o:·· sets of n�a.l
numbers. � i.s called a craJ;"c)bea if:
(a; '"or· every ,, and r
(' \ o ,. _-·or every j !' m ' 
(c) 'or every sequence
in 
_, 
cm, 
. -
.J. " in 
,i;n 1''· i" ,) in cm. 
� 
in cm 
4. �cfinition: � set�; is �uid to be Lebesgue measurable
if for each set A we have m''· :'i .-= m * (;, n r.) ,.-., . (. nv) + rr: >,, , l. ·� I. I • 
5. Theorer�: 'The set ?fl oi' aj l measurable sets is a
fT algebra.
b.Definit'Lon: " set function m whose domain is the collec­
tion·'ffl of a 1 measurable sets is said to be a countably
additive measure if for each sequence < En) of disjoint
sets i.n '((j 1.·,e have rn( U En = L mE n 
7- Definition: The class of Borel sets is the smallest
�algebra containing the open sets.
8. Definition: The family of all countable unjons of closed
sets is denoted by ¼_.
3 
9- Definition: Tho family of all countable intersections
of open sets is denoted by if£.
10. Definition: The characteristic function X� of a set E
J_, 
is defined by 'X-s(x) = l if xEE, and 'XE(x) = 0 if x4E. 
ll n �ef ini tion: The function �( x) = � a .")(F ( x ') is called 
-i= I i ---'i 
a simple function if the sets Ei are measurable and
Ei n Ej '"' cp for i / j, and the values [a1 
,a
2
, .•. ,an
l are
distinct and non zero. 
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TIT. ME�SDRE THEORY 
l. Proposition: Let m be a countably additive measure on a
Ci algebra c:rrt- 11hen if i�,B E fJ'm._ wi..th /,CB, i.t foJlows
that m:. '- mB.
� roof: If / CP, then B (B r, \ u I - . - 1.:... I :1. ,. 
mB = m(B-A) � mA, and 
m(f-!,_) � 0 . 
'Therefore ml? � mA. 
This propc�ty is called monotonicitr. 
2. Lrofosition: Let m be a countably addit�ve measure on a
r:r algebra Til. rr:hen for any sequence <r::n > E ffi ,
m ( U -;;- '\ � � m :, 
, ·n1� c. -J .
lToof: Let Fk
"' 
= ::'k-(UE.) .. 
. kl i< 
- u"� and for i I j. 
m( UEn) = r.J u
r.*') _,;-mv •· -�m(E (UE ;) but .. ' "'n - L ""'n - £.. n - ., . 'ri ' 
(� ( U -. '...., C :F ,:,n - ; t',n ) / n •i<n 
'f'herefore, m( En - ( y Eri · ; f mE11 i<n 
which impl·es m(UEn)�LmFn .
i<n 
This property is called countable �-ubaddi ti vi ty. 
3, �ropositlon: Let m be defined as above. If there is a 
set /. E 1Yl such that rn.A<oo, then m¢ = 0. 
rroof: .4. = (A-¢)U � so 
mA - m(A ¢) + m¢ . But
mL = m(A ¢), which implies 
m� = o.
4, 'rheorem: If £ A
h
3 is countable, m* ( U Ah)� I: m* An.
5 
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5. Theorem: If A is countable m*A = O.
6. Iroposition: Let A be the set of rationals between 0
and l, and let £ In J be a finite collection of open intervals
covering A. Then L l(Jn)� 1.
Lroof: [0,1] = AC urn . 
1 =m * (o, 1] --= m * A � m * ( U In\ � Em*T i -·n
7. Froposition: Given any set i and any E>O, there is an
open 
G E: 
set B such that _i.C B and m*B�m*c i E. . There is a 
cJ� '3UCh that , CC and m* l-. = n'' G. 
t roof: If rr: "" ,;;: O'.) , let 
-
:::-te and done. ., :: we are 
Tf m* /\ < oo , then there is a countable collection of 
open intervals [I 3 such that ACtI 3 andn n 
L l ( I ) � m * /, + € , for any e :> ·o •n 
Let B =U [ I 5 .n 
rrhen m*B = � 1( I ) , which implies n 
J\mv let � = 1/n 
r::hen to each n there corresponds a Bn = U [ Im 1
sucb that L 1( I
m
) � m* A + 1/n •
( Bn). i8 a countable sequenee, and since each Bn is
countable, [Bn 1 is countable. 
Let G = n [Bn]. 
Then G E: :J" and AC G. 
G = (G-A)UA 
m*G = m*(G-A) + m*A 
Suppose m* (G-A) > 0 • Then there is a d> O such that 
rr:* (G -· L) = d . 
But there exists an integer n '.31;ch that 
m*(B - A)< 1/n < d .n 
*(G - ·1<1�-(r:. __ '< -. i rr. , _, .. , '.r ,-··n '-,· .,;n 
which contrad:i cts our assumrt:i.on that m'' ( G - · ' 
Therefore m�(G - A) - 0. 
It follows that m*G = m"':'- . .
8. lroposition: m* is translation invarian�.
Iroof: For any open interval T = (a ,b ) ,n n n 
I + x = (a f· n - n
x, b .,.. x) andn 
l(T +x) = (b n n 
.,_ x) - (a + x) = b n n - an -- 1 ( l n) .
"lso, :if .'CVT , n then (.. .. + x)C U ( In
"herefore, r:_1(· � = Ll(T .... x) . 
' C u,-n ( ' V 'Cn ' ( I ' ,- )r. J. ,c,-�'-/ l) . · ·.X. n n 
-+ x) . 
'rhen rr:.* 1 = infZ-HI ) f I: :.(T -t- x) , 
. CU ·1 n ( - - 'Cn, ' ( T , , ' ' ', l. ... ·-· )',_ / ' u J_ TX ,,' D n 
that :i.s, m* ·. is a lower bound �or r:. 1( T + x) 
(i,-;.:x\� U ( In+x)which implies m*J .. �re,*(_;: .. , \ - /". ,I • 
35y reversing the roles of "· and ,.-... x .i.n the above 
arguement we obtain m* U + x) � m "' ( ·_) by the same 
reasoning. But then, 
m*U. + x) = m*!,. 
9, lronosition: If m*1·. = 0, then rn*(.LUB) = m*B. 
Fro of : m * (Jo U r ) rn * A + m * E • 
BC/ UB, which implies m�Bfm -i< (J:-.UB). 
Therefore, m*(i-LJB) = m*B . 
\lthough the Lebesgue outer measure m* is defined 
for all sets it is not countably additive as will be 
7 
< d 
c_ > 0 .. 
demonstrated shortly. However it is countably additive when 
restricted to a class called measurable sets. 
10. Theorem: If m*E = O, then Eis measurable.
Jl. Theorem: If E1 and E2 are measurable, so is E1·uE2•
12. Theorem: The set of measurable sets is a� algebra.
13. Theorem: Let A be any set, and E1, •••• ,En 
a finite
sequence of disjoint measurable sets. Then, 
m * ( 1\ n LU E .J ) = I:. m * ( A n E . ) • 
l l 
14. Theorem: The interval (a,co) is measurable.
15. 'I'heorern: Every Borel set is measurable.
16. Iroposition: If Eis measurable, then E + y is measur­
ab.J.e.
Proof:Let A be any set. Then, 
m*(A + y) = m*A = m"(An:s) + m*(AnE) 
= m*((AnE) + y) + m*((AnE) + y) 
� 
- m * ( A + Yn E + y) + m * ( J� + y n 1� + y)
= m* (!,. -r- y L + y) + m* (A + y �) 
which implies that E + y is measurable. 
17. �reposition: If E1 and E2 are measurable, then
m(E1 U E2) + 
m(E1() E2) = mE1 + mE2•
I roof: m(E1 U E2) - m(E1 U E2 n E1) + m(E1 U E2 n E1)
+ m ( E2 n :i\ ) . And
m(E2n E1) + m(E2n E1). Then adding, we obtain
Now we are in a position to define the Lebesgue 
measure mE to be the outer measure m*E, where E � "rft
8 
(where 1'n is the family of measurable sets). 
18. Theorem: m( U Ei) = -L mEi when (:s.> l 
of pairwise disjojnt, measurable sets. 
is a sequence
Now we will construct a nonmeasurable set, para-
phrasing material in Hoyden. 
Let x y E (J, 1] 
Let X i y = X + y if X + y < 1. 
Let x ! y = x + y - 1 if x + y � 1. 
Let(/"',../) be an equivalence relation such that for 
any x,y f. [O, 1·), xrvy iff x and y differ by a rational 
number. ("-? splits [O, 1) into disjoint equivalence 
classes. By the axiom of choice there is a set F with 
one element from each equivalance class. 
Let <r.>
l 
be a sequence of rational numbers contained 
in [o, 1) 
Let P. = P 
1 
such that each rational is exactly one 
·� I" < 0 
]_ 
Since every element in F differs by an irrational 
number, F1nPj =�'for i I j.
If xf [0,1), xrvy for some yE F, 
X - y = r. for some i, and
l 
Therefore, [O,l)C UF .. 
] 
r . .
l 
,.. 
Now there is a theorem that states that I!j(E + y) = mE 
for· a measurable set E and some YE [O, 1). 
Then P. is measurable if Pis, and will have the same 
l 
measure� But then , 1 = mC.0,1) =m( U F.) = 2:mP. -= L mP. 
l l 
If mP -J O, then mP = oo . 11his contradiction shows 
that P cannot be measurable for any measure m such 
that m[O,l)<.co 9 
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19. Proposition: If E is measurable and ECP, Then mE - O.
Proof: Let E. = E � r. , for r.E. <r.> as defi.ned
l l 1. ]. 
above. 
Then mE. 
u E.CUP. 
l l 
rn(UE.) = 
l 
= m�E � 
= [o, 1)
EmE. = £:mE 
1 
m[O, 1) = 1 
Now if l,' I 0 mE = co m_, , which is a contradiction. 
Therefore, mE = O. 
20. Proposition: It is possible that m*(UE.)< � m•E. for
J. l 
a disjoint sequence <Ei).
Proof: Let E. = P. where P. is defined above. 
1 l l 
Then UP = [0,1) 'i 
1 = m* lO,l) = m*( UP.)� l:m*P. = �m*P = ,co, since 
l l 
�m*P = 0 is a contradiction. 
Therefore, m* ( U F.) < Lm*F .. 
l _l 
21. Definition: A function f is said to be Lebesgue
measurable if its domain is measurable and the set
fx: f(x)>o<.5 is measurable for each real numtJ"" ... · 0( .
22. Theorem: The set [x: f(x)>O(j in definition 21 may
be replaced by [x: f(x)�cx-j fx: f(x)<c::yj, or
[x: f(x) � c>< 5.
23. Theorem: Let c be a constant and f and g two measur-
able real valued functions defined on the same domain.
Then the functions f + c, cf, f + g, and fg, are measurable.
24. Theorem: Let �fr? be a sequence of measurable functions
with the same domain of definition. Then sup[f1�·· .,fn�•
inf[fJ, ... ,f 3, sup f , inf f lim f , l.im f . ;r'�� aJl. n n n n --- n· 
measurable. 
n n 
25. Theorem: If f is measureble and f -= g a.e. ( a1Jt'r:·.st
everywhere), then g is measurable.
J l 
26. Proposition: Let D be a dense set of real number2, that
is, a set of real numbers such that every interval contains
an clement of D. Let f be an extended real vaJued functiun
on R such th,.ot [.x: f(x) > o<l is measurable for each cx E D.
Then f is measurable.
Proof: Hor every r E. H, there is an increasing sequence 
<:_ex- > in D such that <e>('. > -+ r. 
l l 
0.:very set [x: f(x)>-=><i] is rneasural")le.
Then I.1m fx:
i.�(,c)
able. 
= £:x: f(x)> r} rnea.:;ur-
27. lroposition: (1) -XAnE = -
X
rX.s , (2) X u:G = X: + -Xr:, -
)(A AB , ( 3) 'X; = l - l
f
. 
Proof: ( 1) x E.) (\ B �> :x: E ·. and _;-�EE. 
x ¢ /\ I') B ?> x f A. or x f. B or both. 
Therefore, XA n B = X.t..XE •
( 2) x E: A V B <=> (a) x E A or x E B or ( b ) both .
(a)
)(t. U B 
= X,. + XB..c .... 
(b) -XAVB 
= XA + XB 
-
'XA )(B.
But in case (a), 'Xr,-X� 
_'"\. .l.) 
= 
xi\. v B = xA + x:B - x.A xB .
( 3) x E A <=> x (j_ A 
Therefore, Xi= 1 - �A 
0. 'J.1herefore,
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28. �reposition: The sum and product of sim�le fun�tlon2 are
simple.
'""''.) c:. '-;; • 
Proof: Let <I) = 2- o<. X.. and 4
1- ;� . 
l 
(\. r-. I_,_ v = + "L /3 . /,.,i. .2 � 
:,_ 
=l:.o<.-xc, l .n . ( u :, . ) 1 T L_ /3 i / (� ,1 - ( 6 f� J' ).. J, / 
- .. � J-�
:- � :E. ( c<. + /3 . ) --x. ;. () ·..:, i j J_ ,l ,_ i ... j •
i�et j): = i for i = 1, ... ,i:,;J 
Let 
Let . .  , 
r 
.1.)_i 
i.1�·T +� .. : ·}· i + j
(UL .:. ) 
= i. n:?.:L J
Ior l = 1, ... ,M 
Ior i = l, ... ,h and j = 1, .. ,i'1 .
,.�_ ri: ;'e j runs ccnsecutively for each i. 
l.ct 
I ct 
T,et 
b- = o<. for i = -�, ... , N. 
1. l 
�,�i =  /3 i fo.c i = l, ••• ,M. 
S . = ( o<. + R ) for i = 1, .. , N anc.. j = 1, . -; ;·r: ., i . J 1. ,- ,j 
. 
.. , .� where j runs consecutively for each i. 
'; L. C n er, L -6- = L a . In where i = 1 . • . , ([v1 + J + M:n .
l 'Ji 
n'he rro-" 1"' .L. (k""-- ',,..,,, R "Y • � '- '<. I'' d • ../ •. l t' . . , V v L, [ V c._ � '-". • ,.. _, f\ ,_ n �3 l - �··J l J , J an l T J• - l ,) 1",· .t . J ]. ,1 l J 
is sj rn;:-·1e: s lnce ( f.; n B.) n (A, n B.1) = � when any one� J K --
of the subscripts i or j is different from k or 1, and 
i I j, k I 1. 
Proposition: Let D and Ebe measurable sets and f a
function with domain DUE. Then f is measurable iff its 
restrictions to D and E are measurable, 
Proof: If f I JJ VE is measurable then
Jn ix: f(x) > 0( fl DUE 3 = [x: f(x)>l:11(", ff D]
13 
is measurable since the i�tersection of two measurable 
sets is measuraole. 
Similarly En (x: f(x)> o< , fl DUG} 
= [x: f(x)> o< ,  fl E� is measurable.
If fjD and fjE are measurable, then 
[x: f(x)>o<, flD) U (x: f(x)>0<, f\1J 
=(x: f(x)>o<, flDUE] ismea�mrable. 
30 .. reposition: Let f be a function with measurable 
domain D. Show that f is measurable iff the function 
g(x) = f (x) for x ED and g(x) = 0 for x ¢ D is measurable. 
1roof: If f is meesurable, the sets 
(x: g(x)>o<j = [x: f(x)>D-'j for C("'�o are measur­
able, and the sets {_x: g(x)> 0( J = (x: f(x)> o< 1 U D
for O(< 0 are mea.::urable. This implies that g is 
measurable. 
J f g is meas ur ab 1 e , the sets [ x : f ( x) > � = [ x : g ( x) > 0( J 
for o< � 0 are measurable, and the 0ets 
(x: f(x)>O(l = [x: g(x))O\"j n D for o<< 0 are 
measurable. Then f is measurable. 
31, Iroposition: Let f be a measurable function on [a,b] 
',Jhj_ch takes the values ± oo only on a set of measure zero. 
r:l:'hen given c > 0, there i.s an M such that \ f \ � l"J except 
on a set of measure less than E /3. 
Proof: Suppose false. Then there is an €>0 such that 
for every M) O, m[x: lf(x)I > M } ? e/3. 
I.nd m�: / f (x)I = m.n(x: I f(x)/ > M J
"IE.I 
which is a contradiction. + 
� E/3 I 0 
32. Froposition: Let f be a measurable function on [a,b 1 • 
Given E>O and M, there is a simple function¢ such that
lf(x) - ¢(x)I < E except where )f(x)\� M. If mf f �M then
we may take ¢ such that m f � � M.
Froof: If E �2M, let ¢(x) = 0 for all x such that 
xE [a,b] - (x: \f(x) \� M]. 
If �<2M, let N = [2M/e) + 1. 
let ¢(x) = (nE - M) if (nc - M) � f(x) < ((n+l)E - M) 
for any integer n such that O � n < N and when 
lf(x)\ < 111, 
Then \f(x) - ¢(x)/ <'.. E. 
Let An= tx: ¢(x) = nE. - r�j.�, 
Then�= r:: (nE - M)XA .n=O n 
Tf m !; f � M, let N = ((M - m)/�] + 1. 
Then we use m instead of Min the above discussion. 
33. Proposition: Given a simple function¢ on [a,b], there
is a step function g on [a,b] such that g(x) = ¢(x) except
on a set of measure less than E/3. If m, ¢ .£.M, then we can
take g so that m � g � M ..
Froof: Let fa
1
, ... ,aJbe the set of values of�.
1 et Ak = [ x : ¢ ( x) = ak } .
Then UAk = [a,b].
For every E. > 0 there exists U Ok i ::J Ak of disjoint,
i�l' 
open intervals, and m* ( U Ok . - A, ) < E /6(m-l).l�l , l K 
A finite subcover can be picked such that a� Ok .,1 
for some Ok .•1 l 
Let a
1 
be the left end point and b
1 
the right one. 
14 
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Fick the n0xt open inLe:··v;-1-1 :·uch Lhat --a2 and b2 are the
end points with a2 < b2 and b2 is farther to the right
than any other interval with a2E(a1,b1). Fick the
succeeding intervals the same way. This process must 
end with some interval (am,bm� since a finjte number
of intervals cover [a 1 b J. Tt mu2t be that b E ( a b ':m m.,
since Lf b , b , b would not be in the cover.m 
This procedure gives us a1 < a2 < .... < am and
bl
< b2 <. • • • • • < Jm • 
,et g(x) --= ak if x E. (a. ,b.) C Ok . for any i, and 
- l l ' l 
X ). ( a . l , b . l) n ( a . , b . ) and X It' ( a . , b . ) n ( a . l , b . l ) •� l- l-. l l � l l l+ l+ 
Let g(x) •= O if xE(a. 1,b. 1)n(a. ,b.) orl- l- l l 
zE(a.,b.)n(a. 1,b. 1).l l l+ l+ 
:'.\�ow m * [ ( lJ Ok .; ) fl ( V OL � ) l �
( �, 1 .L -I) I , 
.L 
n. [(Uok .-1,k)U(WOL .-AL)l� m
"' LUO, .-Lk� +
-t � J , l �� 1 , l _,.; l- I K , l 
m*[UCT .-A1= < E/6(
m-l) + E/6(m-l) = �/3(m-l) . 
.,i� I -'--'' l --' 
In particular, if ( a . , b . ) C U Ok . and l l l
)
l'' l 
(a. 1,b. 1)C UoL . , thenl+ l+ • , l 
,q.1 
m "' [ ( a . , b . ) (\ ( a . l b � . l ) J � m * [ ( U Ok . ) () ( U OL . ) =l l l+ J_, ,i9j - ,_L ..(it ,l 
< �/3(m-l) for any i. 
'rn-1 
'Then m* [
��t 
[( ai, b1_) n ( ai+ l, bi+l) 51
CL1hen m* [x: g(x) = o1 <. E/3. 
'WI-I 
<i: E/3(m-l) 
-1'.:1 
= E/3.
If m � ¢ � 1'1, then in the above definition for g, let 
g(x) = m whenever the definition would have set 
g ( x) = 0 and we have m � g � l'1. 
34. Proposition:Given a step function g on [a,b], there
is a continuous function h such that g(x) = h(x) except on
a set of measure less than E/3. If m !, g !SM, then v:e may 
take h so that m � h � M. 
Proof: Let a0 = x0 <: x1 "- ••.. "- xn-l c::: xn 
= b
partition corresponding tog. 
be the 
Then 1 et S = tJ [ ( x . - �=' I 2 ( n-1 ) , x . + �/  2 ( n-1 ) ) 1 -�=, l l 
[xi
: xi is an isolated point).
E' can be made small enough that all elements of S 
16 
are disjoint. 
YI-I 
'rhen m*S = � n:*' (x.- E
1
/2(n-l),x.+ E'/2(n-l))
�=I l l 
fl• I 
= r- �;(n-1) = '5. < 6./3 . 
..._: I 
Let h(x) = g(x) for X f.[a,b] - S. 
Let h(x.-c.'/2(n-l)) = g(x.- E";2(n-1)). 
l l 
Let h(x.+ €.
1
/2(n-l)) = g(x.+ �/2(n-l)).
l l 
Let h(x) = g(x.- r:
1
/2(n-l)) +[[g(x.+ �'/2(n-l)) -
l l 
g(x.- E:'/2(n-l))J/( E'/2(n-l))J[x - (x.- f''/2(n-l))J.
l l 
Then h is continuos except on a set= rx.: x. is an
(_ l l 
isolatnd point] which has measure less than E/3.
If m � §; � M, then m � h � M.
We can conclude from propositions 31, 32, 33, and 34
that for a given measurable function f, defined on
[a, b], which takes on the values :- oo on a set of 
measure zero, then for all E> 0, there is a M > 0 such 
that lf(x)l<.M except on a set of measure<.E/3. And 
there is a simple function f such that \f(x)-�(x)\< E 
except where \f(x)I � M, which is a set of measure less 
than E/3. There is a step function g(x) = t(x) except 
on a set o:: measure less than �/3 . Now 
!f(x)-g(x)j = / (f(x)-¢(x)) + (¢(x)-g(x))\
�lf(:x.)-O(x)\ + \o(x)-g(x)\ <'.. G, C = E:, exce;t on a 
set of measure less than E/3 + e/3 = 2 £/3 < E • 
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Also, there exists a continuous function h such that 
h(x) = · g(x) except on a set of measure less than E /3. 
Then, lf(x)-h(x)) = f f(x)-g(x) + g(x)-h(x)I 
� (f ( x)-g( x) I + \g(x)-h(x) I < E:: +· 0 = e. , except on a 
set of measure less than 2 E: /3 + £/3 = E. 
Now since we can select 1 such that m � t � M whenever 
m , f � M, and we can find a g such that m � g � M whenever 
m � ¢ � M, and we can find an h such that m � h � l'1, 
'llhenever rr:. � g 5 I""., we have by transi ti vi ty, m 5, g � M 
and m f h � M whenever m � f � M. 
We can sum up much of what we have said by 3tating 
Littlewood's Three Principles. 
(1 Every measurable set is nearly a. fddnite union of
i.nterva.ls.
(2) Every measurable function is nearly continuous.
(3) Every convergent sequence of measurable functions
is nearly uniformly convergent. 
To illustrate the third principle we give the follow­
jng theorem. 
7. 5 :J • rl'heorem: Let E be a measurable set of finite measure, 
and (fr> a sequence of measurable real valued functions 
such that for each x in E, we have fn(x) �f(x). Then,
given €:;:, 0 and "- > 0, there is a measurable set ACE with 
mA<J and an integer N such that for all x ¢ A and all 
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The Lebesgue integral is a generalization of the 
Riemann integral in that every Pjemann integrabJ.e function 
is Lebesgue integrable, but not conversely, and for such a 
function the Riemann and Lebesgue integrals are eaual. var 
this reason we recall the definition of the �jemann integral. 
1 . Defi.ni tion: Let a = x, <. x,..., ( . . . . <X = b be a )a'tjtion 
of Ca,b� . let M. = sup .f(x) 
C. 
.for x�-1 . 
Let m
1 = inf f(x) for ::.,. 1 _1.c x�xi.
Tiet Sc-::� (x. - x
l
.-l)�''-1
,1: I 
l 
L,C t , = t ( x. - x. l '; r.i . 
n 
< V � x. A l 
. I l l-· .L 
..... = 
-b 
Ve define R i f(x) dx = inf S, and p s 'o f(x'. clx = .,_' \ .,, 
_c.. 
over all nossible subdivisions of [a,b�. 
- i;, 
Rieman
sups, 
Tf l? ):f(x) dx = Bf f(x) dx, we sa,y that f is 
b 
intq;rable, and we define the common vaJue to be Rjf(x) dx. 
Ge.. 
2. ;roposition: If f(x) = 0 when xis irrational and
- t:, 
f(x) = J. 1.r,1hen x .is rati cnal: the::--� q S, f(x� d.x = b - a
q,
and n j� f ( x) dx = 0
$' 
Froof: On any subdivision 
m. = inf f(x) =- 0,
J 
M. = sup f(x) = 1, and 
l. 
Then S = ' ( x. -x. l )/ I"J • 
-= ,;;:- ( x . -x. l
) = b - a .
� 1 l- l L l l-
-io 
R j f ( x) dx = inf S = b - a . 
«. 
Also, s 
b 
R ( f(x) 
�c.. 
= � ( x. - x_. l) m. =- L. ( x. - x. l ) 01 .1-. l "L J.-
dx =sups= 0, 
= 0, so 
3. Proposition: Construct a sequence <f > of nonnegativen 
Riemann integrable functions such thatlf )increases mono­n 
tonically to f. 
Let <. r .):° be a sequence of all rational numbers in 
l .t:.1
[a,b]. 
Let fn(x) = 0 for all x in [a,b]- [r1,r2, ..• ,rn3·
Let f
n
(x) = 1 for all x in [r1,r2, ... ,rn
].
Then fn is Riemann integrable for all n,
f (x) � f 1(x), and l
im fn(x) = f(x).n n+ 
Now lim[ inf L (xi - xi_1) sup fn(x) ] = 0x.<. x�x. 1. l l-
1- J!rcx) dx = b - a, which implies that the limiting
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process cannot be interchanged with the process of
integration. This demonstrates some of the difficulties
with the Riemann integral.
4-. Definition: The function ¢(x) = E. aiXE. (x) is called
l 
a si��le function if the sets E. are measurable. E.nE. = �,. ] , l J '-11 
and the set of values [a, ,an,, .. ,a J are distinct and non-.L c:. n) 
zeros 
5. f,efinition: We define the Lebesgue integral of a simple
function¢ by,
6. Theorem: Let ¢ -== L a-A 1-.· , with E./) E. ==- <ti for i I j. l Di ]_ J 
Suppose each set E. is a measurable set of finite measure. 
]_ 
Then j � = L ai mEi.
7. 'T'heorem: Let � and \fl be simple functions which vanish
outside a set of finite measµre. Then f ( ap + b 'I' ) = a f � +
b J �.
_:ram the prccPcding two theorems it f llows that if 
tbe 
a. mr 
l . .LJ .
then so the restriction 
sets E. be disjoint is unnecessary. 
l 
that 
. real valued , -bounded function f, on a measurable 
set ,._, is Lebesgue integrable .if inf S -� == sup J F� where��i" l!, q>�f ' 
�and� are simple functions. 
8. Theorem: Let f be defined and bounded on a measurable
:� with rn.._; fjn"te. �-n ord�.c that -inf.):;, \l) 
4l �-F� I 
for all simple functions fand ¢, it is necessary and 
:,uf C:i cicnt that f be measurable. 
9. :·;cfi.nition: Jr .f is a bounded weasurable function on
a measurable set E wit:: mT, finite, we define the Lebesgue
inte�ral off over by J: f(x) dx = inf S
E 
l.\J (x) dx for
al 1 simple funct :Lons 'I'� f.
lC. 'l1heorem: tet f be a bounded function dcfj_ned on [a,b].
If f is Jiernann integrable on [a,bJ, then it is rnea�urable
:rnd r; (
b
f(x) dx -= J\(:-c) ox.
)ct q_ 
l. �h�orcrn: 1f f and g are bounded, measurable functions
def i n2d on r: set . , of f:ini te measure, then: 
(1) If f � g a.e., then J T,,f = f:,'g 0 1... -·�' 
(2) r:ca:r ·+· .g) = a) "F'.f + b S F:g •
( 3) T f f � g , .. e. , then S Ef � J Eg •
C3a) IJf I �J/fl
( 4} L f � f (x) then 
( 5: ] f 1c and B c.rc dis,joint measurable sets of finite 
20 
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12. Theorem: Let �f) be a sequence of measurable functionsn 
defined on a set of finite measure, and suppose that there 
is a real number M such that lfn(x)j � M for all n and all
x. If f(x) = lim fn (x) for each x in E, then SEf = lim S E
f
n.
13. Definition: Let f be a real valued function defined on
[a,b]. Then the function h(y) = inf sup f(x) is called the
$>o /x-yl<.J
upper envelope off.
14. Froposition: Let f be & bounded function on [a,b] and
-b s 
let h be the upper envelope of f. rr.'hen Rf,./ = h.
Proof: If q � f is a step function, then �� h except 
for a finite number of points, since it may happen 
that if a =-: x0 � x1 < ••• < xn = b is a partition of [a,b], 
f(xi) < h(x1). If ¢(xi) = f(xi), then we have
h(xi) > ¢(xi). However, h(x)> V(x) only if x = xi
where xi is a point in the partition. Therefore the
number of such points is finite. Then, since 
-b f> 
function is simple, R. S f ·.$ j_nf [ l\1 � inf '\I
GI, 
� � f C\ 't� h 
any step 
b
= L:._h. 
Kaw there is a decreasing sequence <Pn> of step 
functions such that ¢n -l- h and ¢n � h for all n.
5.-b _ / ( b '*' 
Then R f - J, � for all n.� � n b b 
The ref ore, R ri.. f � lim S ,,\, - � h, which impliesJo. Cl. 't'n -- Jc.. 
b -b 
th= Rt/·
15. rroposition: bounded function f on [a,b] is Riemann
integrable iff the set of points at which f is discontinuous
has measure zero.
Proof: Let K be the lower envelope of f, which is 
defined by reversing the roles of inf and sup in 
definition 13. 
22 
"' ( b 
Then Rf f = ). K by similar reasoning as in proposition_G.. � 
14. 
If f is a bounded, Riemann integrable function, 
b (b -1o bt. f = J
C<. 
K = J,..._ f = )� h ,
Now h has a finite number of points m1(n) such that
h(xi) > ¢n(xi) � f(xi) for some step function ¢n•
Similarly K(xi)��n(xi) � f(xi) for some step function
't' , a finite number, m2(n), of times.n 
1I'his implies that the total number of discontinuities 
is m1(n) + m2(n) = Y(n), where n corresponds to the
step functions ¢
n 
and '-r' n.
Now N(n) is countable, therefore m*[N(n)J = O. 
If f is discontinuous only on a set of measure zero, 
h = k except on a set of measure. 
Let E = [a,bl and let A be the set of points of 
discontinuity of f. 
Then 5,_,h = f E-A h + I r, h = JE-Ah = JE-AK = JE-AK l'., Cl. 
= 5vK 
.! .. J -� 
+ fAK
1rherefore, R} f = r� = 1i = R ) lo f ' which implies "\. "'-
that f is Piemann integrable. 
16. Definition: If f is a nonnegative measurable function
defined on a measurable set E, we define f Ef = sup f Eh'
h·�f-
where h is a bounded function such that m[x: h(x) I 01 is 
finite. 
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1'7, 'I'heorem: If <f > is a sequence of nonnegative measur­n 
able funct·.ons and f (x) -) f(x) a.e. on a set F, then n 
f .,.f � lim S .,.,,f • 
, _,, -- 1:., n 
18. Theorem: Let <f >be an increasing sequence of non­n 
negative measurable functions, and let f = lim f. Then 
n 
19. 'Theorem: Let f be a nonnegative function which is
integrable over a set Eo Then given £>O J there is a �>0
such that for every set AC E with mA <. � , we have 5 :, f < e . 
. n .  
20. }reposition: Let f be a nonnegative, measurable
function. 'I'hen )f = 0 implies that f = 0 a.e.
Proof: Assume it is HOt true that f -=  0 a.e .. 
'l'hen m[x: f(x)> 01 > O.
Now (x: f (x) > 0 3 = lJ (}c: f(x) > 1/n) 1 
"'�I 
So for some n, m(x:. f(x) > 1/n] > 0. 
Let M = f x: f ( x) > 1/ n 5 . 
Let mM = v so that v>O,
Let 'f' ' x; . ] � ;· vE l\� Rncl y; (x) = o if x4 rL. 
Then f 4' - 1/.:: > n .
s f � J lt' > Q. 
21. Definition: t nonnegative measurable function f is
called. integrable over the measurable set E if )Ef < oo .
22. }reposition, Let f be a nonnegative, meisurable function.
Then there is an increasing sequence (�J of nonnegative
sjm::ile functions } each of which vanishes outside a set of
f I ni te; measv cc� ouch ihat f = ljm � • rn 
Froof: let; f\ be a positive intee;er. 
l,ct _ n = [x: n/:_i � f 'x) < (n+l)/NJ
Let f,_
N
� = [x: N � f(x) J . 
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2 n = 0,1, ••.•• (N -1). 
j_f XE) , 
n n - 0,1, ..... ,il
2
Jut E be the domain of f. 
N" 
F�, and �l hen ur = �). 
'rl=O n 
N;J. 
c} -- L_n/) -X";) n:.) n 
: 1cn if f is bounded on T:, for every 6. > C, there is a 
��osi ti ve integer �, such that 
tf f is infinite, we have th, (x;\ = �' � co . \.j-' i\ 
?3. · �oposition: If f is a nonnegative measurable function,. 
thcr, J f =- su ri f ¢ over all simple functions¢� f. 
l<.:'oof: f_:/ = supSEh over all bounded functions h
:-;u0h that h � f � and m[x: h(:() -/ 0] is finite. 
, nd f
-s
h = inf f E f over all 3imple functions '+'� ho
Let<�> be a sequence of nonnegative simple functions n 
which vanish outside of E, and let lim �n = f. (This
is possible by the precedirg proposition). 
Then for every h � 0, there exists an n such that 
h � '-I' n � f, and S�n � ) E f � f j 1/.
rl'herefore tiuPS �h = c:iUPJ., 'f' = f.,f. • ., ....., - .r.', n ;,, 
C:4. . rorosi tion: :_,et f be a nonnegative integrable function. 
Then the function defined by F(x) = fxf is continuous. 
-oo 
Froof : Let Ebe the domain off. 
Let x0 be any point in E. 
Let Ax = (- oo, x) (i E. 
If x s x0, then A 
XO 
if Xof x, then Ax 
= ( x0 , X) () E . 
-- ( - oo , x) n E - ( - co , x0) (\ E 
Then if x � xo' j JA f - JJ:, f I = ISc x, xo) n Ef \ <- e.
XO 
X 
25 
·1°ihenever m(x,xo) <: er l f or some s, o, by theorem 4.19. 
'.�hen XO f x, 1 J A r - s ;, r l "' e
X ;-:"O 
for some �;, 0 o,y the san,ci theorem. 
25. �reposition: The ine�uality
strictly less than.
S l:;'f <. ,, .... 
lroof: Let f (x) -" 1 if n�x�n+l, and fn(x) = 0 n 
otherwise. 
T et 1� be the positive real numbers. 
,,ow f = lim f = 0, since for any x EE, there exists n 
an n > x such that x f [n ,n+l], which implies that 
f(x) = 0. 
:�owever 1 j"f = l for all n, since for any n, [n, n+l] t', n 
is contained in E. 
T'hereforc, lin . .-f ., n 
o = f __ f !: lim r�.f .t. --J.r., n 
= l:i_m f -
F, n 
-- ' - ..L • 
1, and 
26. f·roposition: It is not necessarily true that if �f >n 
is a decreasing sequence of nonnegative, measurable functions 
with .f = lim f n 1 then 
J f = lim ff n.
27, 
}roof: Let fn(x) -- 1 if x � n, and f ( x) = 0 if x <: n. n 
rrhen <.fn) � C 
= 0 as n �(¥) .
)fn 
= CJ:) for all n, which implies, lim)fn
= 00 . 
'I'he:refore 0 = sf < lim f fn = 00 .
Froposition: If< fn> is a sequence of nonne ga t j_ ve , 
measurable functions, then Slim fn � li� S fn. 
Proof: lim f is measurable by theorem 3.24. n 
let h be a bounded, measurable function, not greater 
than lim f , which vanishes outside a set E' of n 
finite measure. 
Let hn(x) = min[h(x) ,fn(x)j, 
then the sequence (hn) � h, and hn is bounded by the 
bound of h. �ow, 
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[ j',h = f E , h = 1 im L , 1 hn � l j mf E , f n = _! im fE , f n � 1 im f Ef n •
And sup h = lim f , �hich implies f�lim f � limf�f • -- n 1c,-- n -- i.'., n 
2f.L l roposi tion; Let < f > be a sequence of nonnegative, n 
measurable functions which converge to f, and suppose 
f
r:
� f for each n. Then fEf = limfEfn.
Proof: f Efn � J Ef for all n. 
Then Iim 5�f f }Ef for all n. And by theorem 4,17.c, n J 
JEf � l-Lm S
E
f
n 
, which implies lim S
E
f
n 
� 
Then Iim 5 Efn == lim J Ef n = lim S Efn = f Ef.
lim 5 Ef •-- , n 
29. Proposition: Let fn be a sequence of nonnegative,
measurable functions on (- oo, oo ) such that f � f a. e.,n 
and suppose that f fn � J f. 'Then for each measurable set E 
we have r,�f � (Ji'f. ) .I, n J .J 
Proof: For every G>O, there exists a positive integer 
N such that \ fn - f \ <. f , whenever n .>; N, except on a 
set of measure zero. Now, 
lim J \fn - fl = )liml
fn - f\ = f O = O, that is,
)\ fn - fl<'- whenever n� N for some 1;. Now, 
�\fn - f \ = JElfn -
f \ + f�lfn - f \ which imp
lies
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5\fn - f\ �Jr,:lfn - f\. Then �>Jlfn - f\ � SElfn - fj�
rs r/n - f I� f Efn - f = JErn - 51:::f ' which implies
�:fn -.11l · 
30. Definition: f
+
(x) = max [r(x) ,o], f-(x) = max(_-f(x) ,o],
) r I := r+- + f- . 
31, Definition: .i\ measurable function f is said to be 
integrable over� if f
+ 
and f- are both integrable over E. 
Tn this case we define L:f = f Er
+ - )Ef- •
32. Theorem: Let f and g be integrable over E. Then:
(1) cf is integrable over E, and �cf= cJvf •
L .l:J 
(2) The function f + g is integrable over E and
f1/ + g = jEf + f Eg • 
(3) If f � g a.e., then J'<'f � )Fg •.......J J_, 
(4) If A and Bare disjoin� measurable sets contained
in E, then JAVBf = 5Af + fBf • 
33, Theorem: Let g be integrable over E and let .(' fr? be 
a sequence of measurable functions such that /.fn\ !:,. g on E, 
and for almost all x in Ewe have f(x) = lim f (x). Then n 
3L�. Theorem: Let <(gn> be a sequence of integrable fu:r;i.ctions 
which converge almost everywhere to an integrable function 
28 
g. Let (fn) be a sequence of measurable functions such that
l
fn\�gn 
and<fn
> convere;es a.e •• If 5g = limfgn, then
fr = ltmfrn.
35, Proposition: If f is integrable over E, then so is jf\, 
and l S Ef I � f E I f I •
Proof:If f is integrable so are f+ and f-. Then, 
f
1
/+ + J Ef- = JEf
+ 
+ f- = fElfl, so jrl is integrable. 
NO w \ J 1/ I = 15r: f + - f- I � 1 s E f + + f- I = I 5 E If " = 5 E I f I .
Also, if \fl is integrable the f+ and f- must be, 
and Slrl = 5 f+ + f-� fr + - f- =_fr, which implies 
that f is jntegrable. 
36, Froposition: The �n9roper Riemann integral may exist 
without the function br i n2; intocrD.:-,1.8 in the sense of J,ebesgue 
Lebesgue. e.g. if f(x) = (sin x)/x on [O,oo). If f is 
Lebesgue integrable, then the improper Riemann integral is 
equal to the Lebesgue integral whenever the former exists. 
Froof: From advanced calculus we have 
R J (sin x) / x dx = n / 2 . 
0 � s-Now tCsin x)/x dx = [(sin x)/xJ�tlx -
� 0 � 
so if SJCsin x)/x/dx = c:O , then f
0
(sin 
and hence would not be integrable. 
,:,0 
5,[(sin 
iJ 
x)/x dx 
Let A = U{x: (2n+l)IT/2 - n/3 <.x< (2n+l)TT/2 + lT/3j .
n�o 
Then, if xEA, we have \sin x\�1/2. 
Let h(x) � 1/2 for all 
Then Jj(sin x)/x\dx� 
XeA, and h(x) = 0 otherwise, 
..., ( 2n+l) TT/2+ n/3 
( h(x)/x dx = l/2L 5 dx/x 
Jc n�o (2n+l) 1T/2-1T/3 
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(2n+l)TI/2 -tlt/3 
� 1/2 L f dx/[(2n+l) + /3] 
"/ l'\�o (2n+l)ii/2 -TT/3 
=- 1/2 L_ (2Tf/3)(1/[(2n+l)Tt/2 +T7/3]) == a-.> • 
'Yl�O 
Therefore ( sin x)/x i�: not Lebesgue integrable . 
.J_ 
�ow if f is Lebesgue intEgrable, f' and f are. 
St+ = sup 5 h over all bounded functions h � f
+ such 
that m[x: h(x)} 0 j is finite. Now since all step 
fcnctions are bounded and de ined on a finite interval r--i- � sup [E ..::. fr+ 5:- R f i- + , but since the function 
�DO t\� f + -00 .,..oo 
f is Riemann integrable, c�uality must hold and 
, ( - + s""".',+-; ) f ·:= l •
-Qt:> -oo r.=- ( °'°-ciimi]arly B f = J f , and by subtracting we obtain, 
.'.? (
oo
f == fr. 
)_oD --0-, 
-co -<>o 
, or 
37. Pronosition: �or a simplo function O, the two definitions
( 1) s ¢
( 2) f ¢
are equivalent. 
Proof: 5cV = fc�vo)
and F. = [x: cV(x) = 
rnd Jt- = f (-¢ V 0) = 
- Lb.m]�'. 
l l 
b.jl 
t: c. mG., 
l l 
, where b.> 0 l_ 
where C .  '> 0, 
l 
Let ai = bi and �i = Vi for i = 1, ... ,k. 
for 
and 
::c -·C . 
] 
and Ek+i = Gi for i = l, ... ,L.
Let n = k + L, 
all i' 
�-hen J 1 = 5¢
+ 
-· S ¢-·
=LaimEi. 
- Lb.mt.
l ]. 
L 
[c.mG. 
J. L
32. } roposi t ion: Let g be an integrable fur::.ction on a .�o�
r, anci suppose <f > is a sec;_uence of measurable functi C!lc,. .  . n 
sucb c::;ho.t \fn(x)\ � g(x) a.e. on :r:. Then 
f .1.im f � li.m (
E
f � Iimf,fn � S nl
im f ;·,-- n -- ) .., n 1, E., n 
�roof: g + f and g - f are nonnegative measurabJ.e n n 
f_mcticns, andJ -c;.];_im(g + fn) � limJE(g + fn).
- ow J_sf!: + fE_!im fr= � SE g +li!E S Efn .
rr h . . 1 . t, . s L . " ., . s f .. is unp .le s na t ;:.:2:.!!!: 1 n � .::..l!!! E n •
�A nd (-nlim(g-f )� s lirn n(g- f ). J},-- n -- � n 
lir(g-f_ ) "' 
---
J.'l 
lims,..,c g-f ) -- C, ·' Il 
g · ljn(-fn) = g - I
im 
= �[) :rg - ) Efn] =) Eg 
fn
limJEfn. 
rrhcrefore, f:r.:g - f EIIin fn � JEg - Iim fEf n , 
which i.mplies limf1/n � SElim fn 
Therefore it follows that 
S .. l:Lm f � lim).,,,I � Tim) r ,f � j1,lim f . �:.,-- n -- l'., n .r., n � n 
,9. �ro;osition: Let f be integrable over E. Then given 
e > O, tr:icre is a simple function � such that j
E 
jf�-(Pj <. E -
}roof: We have extablished the fact that there e�ir�� 
an increasing sequence of simple functions such th,,t 
<'.¢j1'f+ and similarly there is an increasing 
sequence of simple functions such that <lJ) j 1 f-. 
Then for every E /2m....: > 0. there is an n such th&t; 
\ f
+ 
-�n\ < E/2::'E. ,;�nd there exists an m such that 
I f-- \/' m I <'. 
E / 2mE .
'ThenJEl.r
1-
-tPnl
<fE€/2mE ·- �/2, and fEJf--Y'nl"'- e;2. 
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Then ) _,_, \ ( f + -0 ) - ( f--o/ ) \ � S ,, I f + -� I + \ f--o/ I � G · 
1:, n n L n _1 
But f + -f- = f, and letting� = � - � , which has n n n 
been shown to be a simple function, ) 1::: \ f- l\n \ <.. E. ,
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L�O. Fropositi.on: Let f be integrable overE. Then gjven�>O, 
then there is a step function g such that ( D lf-g\( E. ) .r:, 
Proof: From the proof of the previous proposition 
we have \f-�I < €/2mE fo.r some simple function �. 
By proposition 3.j3 there is a step function g(x)= ¢(x)
except on a set A of measure less than e/2B. Then, 
\ f-g\= \(f-(p) + (¢-g)\ f \f-<\ll + l�-gl = \f-O\on E-li 
.c:. e/,,.., ..C:..ffi-1� • 
Since g is a step function and� is a simple function, 
they are both bounded. Let B be a bound for \�-g\. 
rl'hen J-,, I f-g l � JE \f-¢ \ + \ (\)-g\ 
·= SE-A\f-�\ + f_4 If-(\)\+ \<l>-g\
= sL I f -¢ 1 + rA 1 �-g \
<fr �/2mE + JAB
= E./2 + BmA
<: E./2 + B e/2B = E/2 + E/2 = E: , 
That is SE / f-g I < e .
�l. froposition: Let f be integrable over E. Then there 
is a contiouous function h vanishing outside a finite 
jnterval such that fE
jf-h\< E.
Froof: From the proof of the previous proposition 
we have a step function g such that lf-gl < E/3mE 
except for a set A of measure less than !/6B � 
By proposition 3.34, there is a continues functicn 
h(x) = g(x) except on a set C of measure less than 
/GD. 
Now \f-hl = \(f-g + (g-h)\� \r-g\ + \g-h\, and 
J-:, I f-h I � JE \f-g I -+ \g-h I = s E-(J .  u C) \f-g I
+jA jf-gj + \g-h\ +Jc \.f-gl + \g--hl 
� f:r.:-(Auc) lf-g/ + SA \f-g\ + JJ,lg-h\ + Jclf gl + fdg�hj.
< f:: c/ 2mE + fA B + St n c D + 5 J\Jl c B + f c D , 
wtere Band Dare bounds of lf-gl on A and 1g-hl on 
C, respectively, 
c:::. €:/3 + 2BmA + 2DmC 
<'. �/3 + 2B�/6B + 2DE/6D 
€/3 + £/3 + €/3 � 
Then S If-hi c:::. E. 
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